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Citrix® XenDesktop® 7 Cookbook (Quick Answers to Common Problems)Packt Publishing, 2014

	The year 2013 can be considered as the final consecration of the use of mobile devices as working instruments. This means that companies will not only have standard workers linked to their corporate workstations, but also "road warrior" employees who w*ill need to use their personal smartphones or tablets to check corporate...
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Machine Learning and Cognition in Enterprises: Business Intelligence TransformedApress, 2017

	Learn about the emergence and evolution of IT in the enterprise, see how machine learning is transforming business intelligence, and discover various cognitive artificial intelligence solutions that complement and extend machine learning. In this book, author Rohit Kumar explores the challenges when these concepts...
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PC Magazine Windows Vista Security SolutionsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2007
When you want to defend Windows Vista,it's good to know a PC Magazine expert
   

   Unless a time machine just dropped you in the 21st century, you already know that protecting your computer is essential. Now, here's Vista—new enough that no one is sure exactly what security threats might arise to hijack your...
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ActionScript 3.0 Design Patterns: Object Oriented Programming Techniques (Adobe Developer Library)O'Reilly, 2007
Now that ActionScript is reengineered from top to bottom as a true object-oriented programming (OOP) language, reusable design patterns are an ideal way to solve common problems in Flash and Flex applications. If you're an experienced Flash or Flex developer ready to tackle sophisticated programming techniques with ActionScript 3.0, this hands-on...
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Solar Energy Projects for the Evil GeniusMcGraw-Hill, 2007
FOLLOW THE SUN TO MORE EVIL FUN!
Let the sun shine on your evil side - and have a wicked amount of fun on your way to becoming a solar energy master! In this guide, the popular Evil Genius format ramps up your understanding of powerful, important, and environmentally friendly solar energy - and shows you how to...
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The Meltdown Years: The Unfolding of the Global Economic CrisisMcGraw-Hill, 2009
The Meltdown Years    offers the most lucid and useful explanation to    date about why home values, life savings, job    security, and investments around the world    are in peril.

Rather than focus on who is to blame,    though, author Wolfgang Münchau takes the    more practical approach of focusing on...
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Learn Electronics with Arduino (Technology in Action)Apress, 2012

	Have you ever wondered how electronic products are created? Do you have an idea for a new electronic gadget but no way of testing the feasibility of the device? Have you accumulated a junk box of electronic parts and now wonder what to build with them? Well, this book will answer all your questions about discovering cool and innovative...
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Yammer StarterPackt Publishing, 2012


	Welcome to the Yammer Starter. This book has been especially created to provide

	you with all the information that you need to get set up with Yammer. You will

	learn the basics of Yammer, get started with building your profile, and discover

	some tips and tricks for using Yammer.

	A concise, enjoyable look at using Yammer, the...
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Pro T-SQL 2012 Programmer's GuideApress, 2012

	Pro T–SQL 2012 Programmer’s Guide is every developer’s key to making full use of SQL Server 2012’s powerful, built–in Transact–SQL language. Discussing new and existing features, the book takes you on an expert guided tour of Transact–SQL functionality. Fully functioning examples and...
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Sound Studio: Audio techniques for Radio, Television, Film and Recording, Seventh EditionFocal Press, 2003
'The standard work on the subject since Abbey Road was a two-track operation and mixing desks looked like recycled military equipment... its coverage remains unsurpassed.'
Music Tech Magazine -- Review     

       A much-anticipated revision of a classic text.     

       This classic work has inspired and...
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The Autobiography of Malcolm X: As Told to Alex HaleyBallantine Books, 1992
Malcolm X's searing memoir belongs on the small shelf of great autobiographies. The reasons are many: the blistering honesty with which he recounts his transformation from a bitter, self-destructive petty criminal into an articulate political activist, the continued relevance of his militant analysis of white racism, and his emphasis on...
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SatiHodder Children's Books, 1993

	I once knew this girl who thought she was God.She didn't give sight to the blind or raise the dead. She didn't even teach anything, not really,and she never told me anything I probably didn't already know. On the other hand,she didn'texpect to be worshipped, nor did she askfor money. Given her high opinion of herself, some...
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